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We report an analysis of the Comet Acoustic Surface Sounding Experiment (CASSE) acceleration signals at 

Philae’s first touchdown site Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The signals yield the forces 

in the contact zone foot-sole and comet surface, and from these forces a compression strength of approx- 

imately 10 kPa can be derived. The sole’s contact-resonances provide an elastic modulus of the order of 

10 MPa. Our results are partially based on calibration experiments, which are described in the appendix of 

the current paper. Relations known in material science, linking porosity to elasticity and fracture energy, 

allow one to check the interdependence between compression strength and elasticity. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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. Introduction 

Elasticity in a highly porous material is primarily determined

y the elasticity of its constituents and its porosity ( Pabst et al.,

006 ). Its mechanical strength is linked to a number of proper-

ies such as the adhesion forces between the constituents or par-

iculates of the material, its porosity, the distribution and orien-

ation of cracks, inclusions, and cavities. The elasticity and the

echanical strength of any material and hence also of a cometary

urface material cannot be measured remotely, because elasticity

nd plastic deformation can only be probed by forces and by mea-

uring the ensuing deformations in situ. The landing of Philae on

omet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko at Agilkia provides direct ac-

ess to determine surface elasticity and plastic deformation by an-

lyzing the data obtained by accelerometers mounted on the bot-
∗ Corresponding author at: Saarland University, Department of Materials Science 

nd Technology, Campus D 2.2, 66123 Saarbrücken, Germany. 
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om of the Philae lander soles. We use the accelerometer data to

erive the forces, that acted in the contact zone between the sole

nd the comet surface at Agilkia corroborating the analysis of the

ouncing dynamics which allowed a first estimate of the comet

urface compression strength of some kPa at the ∼10 cm to 1 m

cale ( Biele et al., 2015 ). A detailed finite element multi-body sim-

lation analysis code from SIMPACK (Version 9.5.1) as well as ana-

ytical estimates based on the lander internal dynamics led to sim-

lar values for the compression strength ( Roll and Witte, 2016; Roll

t al., 2016 ). 

First, a brief account of the landing events is given according to

iele et al. (2015) . On November 12th, 2014, the lander Philae was

eparated from the Rosetta orbiter. The separation of Philae oc-

urred with a relative velocity of �v = 0.1876 m/s at about 20.5 km

ltitude at 08:35:00 UTC. After 6:59:04 h of ballistic descent,

hich was tracked by the CONSERT (Comet Nucleus Sounding Ex-

eriment by Radiowave Transmission) instrument ( Kofman et al.,

015 ), Philae landed at 15:34:03.98 ± 0.10 s UTC (first touchdown

D1) at Agilkia on comet 67P The time refers to the trigger sig-

al at the vertical axis of the + Y-foot CASSE accelerometer. The
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Fig. 1. (a) Definition of the Philae lander coordinate system (X, Y, Z) and the accelerometer x-, y-, and z-coordinates. Leg 1 holds the + Y-foot, Leg 2 holds the + X-foot, 

and Leg 3 holds the -Y-foot. The coordinate system of each accelerometer is defined locally. The x-directions of all accelerometers in each of the right foot soles (seen 

from the outside) point downward. The y-direction is parallel to the legs of the landing gear pointing inward, whereas the z-direction is perpendicular to the x- and y- 

directions forming a right-handed coordinate system; (b) Detail of one double foot: The left sole houses the CASSE transmitter whereas the right sole houses a B&K tri-axial 

accelerometer as receiver. The “ice screw” served for fixation of the lander on the comet soil (color online). 
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descent trajectory was perpendicular to the surface of the landing

site. Indeed, the reconstruction showed that before touchdown the

angle between the incoming velocity vector and the surface normal

was 0.9 °. However, due to a local slope of the terrain, the incoming

velocity was 11.5 ± 1 ° away from the local normal. Philae arrived

with a velocity vector mainly parallel to the lander z-axis, but left

with a lateral velocity to the South-East of magnitude 32.5 cm/s.

The touchdown speed relative to the comet surface was 1.012 m/s

( Roll and Witte, 2016 ). 

At touchdown the central damping tube of Philae’s landing gear

was pushed in against the main lander head, generating the touch-

down signal which occurred at 15:34:06.471 ± 1 s UTC ( Biele et al.,

2015 ) with a few seconds delay to the first CASSE signal. The stroke

length of the damper was 42.6 ± 0.1 mm out of a full length of

∼170 mm. The landing gear damper did not move after leaving Ag-

ilkia, i.e. the component of force in lander’s z direction during fur-

ther touchdowns must have been < 30 N, due to static friction in

the mechanism. Because the anchor harpoons did not fire upon

touchdown and the hold-down thrust of the cold gas system did

not work, the lander bounced several times until it came to rest af-

ter about 2 h of ballistic flight. Further details of the landing events

at Agilkia can be found elsewhere ( Roll and Witte, 2016 ). 

This paper is organized in the following way: First, a short in-

troduction to contact mechanics is given followed by the descrip-

tion of the CASSE signals. We then analyze the signals by treat-

ing the foot soles as contact oscillators. The surface compression

strength and elastic modulus derived is compared to data obtained

from scaling laws known in materials science for very porous ma-

terials. Eventually the data are compared to strength results ob-

tained from other experiments of the Rosetta mission and to the

data obtained by the KOSI (“Ko meten si mulation”) experiments. 

2. Comet acoustic surface sounding experiment (CASSE) 

A double foot is fixed to each of the landing gear legs. One

sole of the foot contains an accelerometer and the other a piezo-

electric transmitter. Viewed from the outside, the transmitter is in

the left sole, whereas the accelerometer is in the right sole (for

the definition of Philae’s axes, see Fig. 1 ). The original operation

principle of CASSE was to insonify the comet at frequencies from

0.5 kHz to 1 kHz by the soles containing the transmitter and to re-

ceive the signals by the soles in which Bruel & Kjaer (B&K) triaxial

accelerometers were mounted. Details of this set-up are described

elsewhere ( Seidensticker et al., 2007 ). 
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng

Gerasimenko derived from the SESAME/CASSE touchdown signals, Icaru
Additionally, CASSE was also used to measure the accelerations

f the landing shock and the sole’s contact-resonances when the

eet touched ground the first time on comet 67P at Agilkia. The

trength of the landing shock or the force acting between Phi-

ae’s landing gear and the comet soil is determined on the one

and by the compliance of the material encountered at the land-

ng location and, on the other hand, by the compliance of that

art of the landing gear which touches the surface. Besides the

bsolute value of the force of the landing shock, the forced res-

nances of the soles of the feet can be used to obtain informa-

ion on the local elastic modulus E and the compression strength

c of the comet soil. These principles and mode of operation have

een discussed in an earlier paper describing the evaluation of the

anding tests at the Landing & Mobility Test Facility (LAMA Tests)

 Faber et al., 2015 ). 

. Philae’s landing and contact mechanics 

The elastic, anelastic, and plastic interactions between the land-

ng soles and the comet body are determined by the contact stiff-

ess k ∗ (inverse of the compliance): 

 

∗ = 2 E r 
∗
( A c /π ) 

0 . 5 
, (1)

here E r 
∗ is the effective storage modulus of the contacting ma-

erials, here the comet soil and that part of the landing gear

hich touches the surface, and A c is the contact area. The quan-

ity E r 
∗ contains the elastic moduli of both contacting partners

 Johnson, 1985 ), here the comet soil E c and the foot soles E sh , and

heir Poisson ratios υc and υsh : 

 / E 

∗
r = 1 / E r , c + 1 / E r , sh = 

(
1 − υ2 

c 

)
/ E c + 

(
1 − υsh 

2 
)
/ E sh , (2)

here E r,c and E r,sh are the reduced elastic moduli of the comet

oil and the foot sole, respectively. Eq. (2 ) is valid for homoge-

eous, isotropic and volumetric materials. The foot sole, however,

s a thin shell structure. We will accommodate Eq. (2 ) to this fact

ater on when required. The parameter E r 
∗ reflects the fact that

isplacements occur in both contacting materials. Eq. (1 ) is a very

eneral relation that applies to any axisymmetric indenter. It is not

imited to a specific simple geometry. Although originally derived

or elastic contacts only, it has subsequently been shown to apply

qually well to elastic–plastic contacts. Small perturbations from

n axisymmetric geometry in the contacting materials do not ef-

ect k ∗ either. It is also unaffected by pile-up of the material and
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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s  
ink-in of the indenter ( Oliver and Pharr, 2004 ). In case of a sphere

gainst a flat surface, the contact stiffness is given by 

 

∗ = 2 a c E 

∗
r , (3) 

here a c is the contact radius. In case of viscous damping or

lastic deformation, k ∗ becomes a complex quantity k ∗ = k r + ik i 
 Yuya et al., 2008 ) with k i = 2E i 

∗(A c / π ) 0.5 where E i 
∗ is the corre-

ponding loss modulus and k r = 2E r 
∗(A c / π ) 0.5 is the real part of the

ontact stiffness ( Eq. (1 )). The relation of contact stiffness to mate-

ial properties has been exploited in particular in nanoscale mea-

urements, i.e. for contact radii less than 100 nm both in nanoin-

entation experiments ( Landman et al., 1990; Oliver and Pharr,

004 ) and in atomic force microscopy ( Arnold, 2012 ). In our case,

s it will become clear, the contact radius a c can be as large as the

eometrical radius of the sole, i.e. r = 5 cm. 

In order to understand the occurrence of contact resonances in

hilae’s sole, let us consider at the basic behavior of a contact-

scillator. The angular contact-resonance frequency ω ct of two

reely supported bodies of masses m 1 and m 2 can be written as

 Johnson, 1985 ): 

 

2 
ct = k ∗ × m 1 + m 2 

m 1 m 2 

. (4) 

The masses m 1,2 are effective masses and depend on the ge-

metry of the oscillator and on the excitation frequency. In partic-

lar Philae’s soles are mass-distributed oscillators. Therefore, dis-

ersion of the resonance frequency versus contact stiffness or re-

uced elastic modulus of the contacting partners is to be expected.

f there is friction in the contact volume or in any other part of the

ontact oscillator, k ∗ = k r + ik i becomes complex. This entails the

omplex reduced modulus mentioned above. 

The basic physics of contact vibrations, in particular the

ehavior at large amplitudes or static loads are discussed in

ayak (1972) . Further engineering applications of the contact-

esonance technique are discussed in Lange (1994) . In atomic force

coustic microscopy the cantilever contact-resonances led to a new

ode of operation ( Arnold, 2012; Marinello et al., 2013 ). 

During the development and qualification of CASSE, which is

art of the Surface Electric Sounding and Acoustic Monitoring

xperiment (SESAME), eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies of the

oles were characterized. A detailed discussion of the results ob-

ained can be found elsewhere ( Arnold et al., 2004; Schieke, 2004 ).

 flight spare sole with mounted accelerometer showed reso-

ance frequencies of approx. 600 Hz and 650 Hz at room temper-

ture ( Krause, 2007 ). The double resonance may be caused by the

ounting of the accelerometer relative to the orientation of the

lass-fiber fabric of the composite material (GFC = glass–fiber com-

osite) the sole is made of, lifting the degeneracy of the first eigen-

ode of the sole due to the elastic anisotropy of the GFC (the

ass-distribution of the accelerometer is not axially symmetric).

his is typical for geometrical oscillators that are not completely

ymmetric, and similar phenomena were observed for the sole’s

igher eigenmodes ( Arnold et al., 2004; Schieke, 2004 ). The dou-

le resonances were also observed with a different flight spare sole

sed for calibration purposes, as reported in the Appendix A5 . As

aid above, the possibility to exploit the contact-resonances was

valuated by landing tests at the Landing & Mobility Test Facility

LAMA Tests) ( Faber et al., 2015 ). It is the compression strength σ c 

nd the reduced modulus E r,c of the comet soil, that we want to

xtract from the landing shock and the contact-resonances of the

hilae’s lander gear’s soles, respectively. 

. CASSE signals recorded at Agilkia 

We discuss first the signals recorded by the CASSE accelerom-

ters at Agilkia. The B&K accelerometers were mounted such that
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng

Gerasimenko derived from the SESAME/CASSE touchdown signals, Icaru
he x-direction points perpendicular to the sole surface and hence

nto the comet soil, the y-direction parallel to the corresponding

eg into the lander body, and the z-direction perpendicular to the

- and y-direction, forming a right-handed coordinate system, see

ig. 1 . The designations of the feet can be seen in Fig. 1 as well. 

The accelerometer signals in x-direction of the three feet

nd their Fourier transforms are shown in Figs. 2–4 . The ori-

in of the time axes correspond to 15.34:03.78 ± 0.1 s UTC, see

iele et al. (2015) . From the appearance and the amplitude of

he signals ( Figs. 2a–4a ) it becomes clear that the + Y-foot or

eg 1 encountered the comet surface in a different way from

hat of the + X-foot and the –Y-foot. In order to obtain a first

verview, we can see that the + Y-foot underwent negative (up-

ard movement) and positive amplitudes (downward movement)

f up to ± 140 m/s 2 (when the digitizer saturated) whereas the + X-

oot and the –Y-foot experienced values of maximal accelerations

n x-direction up to ± 40 m/s 2 . Also the Fourier spectra are quite

istinct. Additionally, all three feet show low-frequency signals be-

ow 300 Hz, there are frequency groups above noise at 0.67 kHz

nd at 1.3 kHz for the + Y foot ( Fig. 2 b), whereas for the + X-foot

 Fig. 3 b) and the −Y-foot ( Fig. 4 b) there are two groups of frequen-

ies above the noise at 1–1.2 kHz. The fact that both signs occur in

hese signals means that the soles of the Philae feet, which house

he accelerometer, underwent oscillations when encountering the

omet surface. These oscillations are analyzed in the following sec-

ions. The CASSE signals in all three feet in the y- and z-direction

re discussed elsewhere (Seidensticker et al., in preparation). 

. Features of the CASSE signals recorded at Agilkia 

Before we discuss the details of the various signals, let us

iscuss how Philae encountered the comet surface ( Biele et al.,

015 ). In Section 1 , a first description of the landing events has

een given. In addition, OSIRIS Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) im-

ges taken from the Rosetta orbiter were used together with RO-

IS (Rosetta Lander Imaging System) descent images in order to

etermine the actual landing coordinates and attitude at Philae’s

rst landing site, Agilkia ( Fig. 5 ). Altitude, attitude with respect

o the surface, and the rotational state were derived indepen-

ently from this analysis. The motion of the lander close to the

urface of 67P comprises, besides the vertical descent with a ve-

ocity of v ≈ 1 m/s, also a counter-clockwise rotation around the

ain axis of the lander in top view with an angular frequency of

 ≈ 1.26 × 10 −2 s −1 (0.72 °/s) ( Biele et al., 2015 ). Because of the

trong signals recorded by the sole’s accelerometer mounted in the

 Y-foot, it is tempting to postulate that the + Y-leg hit the largest

oulder with its foot soles or with a strut of the leg as seen in

ig. 5 . Possible encounters are depicted schematically in Fig. 6 . In

iew of the uncertainty in spatial ( ± 10 cm) and angular positions

 ± 1 °) of the Philae legs relative to the surface, let us begin with

he hypothesis that the boulder was hit several times by various

arts of the landing gear’s leg 1 with the attached + Y-foot with its

ole. We will discuss whether this hypothesis is in agreement with

bservations. 

Philae’s first contact with the nucleus of 67P at Agilkia was

 short “touch” of the + Y-foot, see signals at t = 160 – 230 ms

 Fig. 2 a). The signal strengths of approx. ± 10 m/s 2 are compara-

ively weak in view of the later values at t > 450 ms. The forces act-

ng on the soles initiated momenta influencing the further move-

ents of Philae by tilt rotation and nutation in a rather complex

ay ( Roll and Witte, 2016 ). A detailed account of this signal as

ell as the time-sequence of the touchdown signals of the three

eet of Philae will be discussed elsewhere (Seidensticker et al.,

n preparation). 

At t = 437 ms, with a delay of more than 260 ms from this first

ignal, strong signals set in for the + Y-foot ( Fig. 2 a). The onset of
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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Fig. 2. (a) Acceleration data and (b) its frequency spectrum in x-direction for the + Y-foot. 

Fig. 3. (a) Acceleration data and (b) its frequency spectrum in x-direction for the -Y-foot. 

Fig. 4. (a) Acceleration data and (b) its frequency spectrum in x-direction for the + X-foot. 
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these signals is seen in the y- and z-directions of the accelerom-

eters within 1 ms, i.e. almost simultaneously. Almost at the same

time, signals in the + X-foot set in ( Fig. 4 a), whereas the main sig-

nals in the –Y-foot are further delayed by about 200 ms ( Fig. 3 a). 

As can be seen from Figs. 2 a to 4 a, the signals appear in distinct

groups. We first analyze the various parts of the signals in time,

amplitude, and spectral components. Although the Fourier trans-

forms of these signals, Figs. 2b–4b , seem to indicate that there are

continuous bands of frequencies, this is not the case. If one exam-

ines the time series piecewise around the signal groups by count-

ing the oscillations maxima and by short time Fourier transforma-

tion (STFT), much narrower frequency peaks become visible which

are listed in Tables 1–3 . In these tables, the maximal acceleration

values in the time windows are given, as well as the dominant fre-

quency peaks. 

The spectral components contain dominantly frequencies at

1.3 kHz, 1.1 kHz, 670 Hz, 400 Hz and 300 Hz and an almost con-

tinuous spectrum of signals below 300 Hz. These frequencies

have bandwidths of the order of 50–100 Hz. If this bandwidth

is ascribed to a damping mechanism, the Q-value would be

Q = ω/ �ω ≈ 20 − 10 which indeed corresponds roughly to the

t  

Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng

Gerasimenko derived from the SESAME/CASSE touchdown signals, Icaru
alue measured with a spare sole (see Appendix A5 ). One has to

e careful, however; it might also be due to a distribution of res-

nance frequencies caused by varying elastic boundary conditions

hen the sole touches the surface, which entails that there are in-

omogeneously broadened resonance-curves. 

We propose that these groups reflect individual contacts with

he comet surface due to the motion of the lander, the induced

scillations of the landing leg, and the local terrain, in particular

he multi-asperity contacts of the lander soles with pebbles of a

ize distribution down to cm ( Mottola et al., 2015 ). Some of the

ignals seen in the + X-foot and the –Y-foot may stem from the

scillatory excitation of the whole lander structure by the strong

ignal from the + Y-foot. 

The total stiffness k t of the spring arrangement, represent-

ng one leg of the landing gear, without taking into account the

oulomb friction damping in the ice screws (see Figs. 1 b and 8 ), is

iven by 

1 

k t 
= 

1 

k ∗
+ 

1 

k sh 

+ 

1 

k LG 

+ 

1 

i ω γD 

(5)

Here, k ∗ is the contact stiffness of the sole-comet surface con-

act, k = 13.3 kN/m is the stiffness of one leg of the landing gear,
LG 

th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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Table 1 

Features of the signals of the + Y-foot; x-direction: Amplitudes, main frequency components deter- 

mined by the time differences in signal maxima and/or by short time Fourier transforms (STFT). 

Time interval (s) Amplitude (m/s 2 ) Frequencies (kHz) Frequencies STFT (kHz) 

0.15–0.25 + 18/ −12 0.38/1.2 0.35/1.2/ 

0.43–0.47 ±32 1.1 0.7/1.1/1.2 

0.47–0.5 + 120/ −81 0.68 0.68/1.3 

0.5–0.6 + 140/ −140; Clipped signals 0.67/1.05/1.3 0.67/1.05/1.3 

0.6–0.9 + 25/ −33 0.43/1.1 0.35/0.75/1.1 

0.9–1.6 + 7/ −15 0.335/1.1 0.34/1.1 

Table 2 

Features of the signals of the −Y-foot; x-direction: Amplitudes, main frequency compo- 

nents determined by the time differences in signal maxima and by short time Fourier 

transforms (STFT). 

Time interval (s) Amplitude (m/s 2 ) Frequencies (kHz) Frequencies STFT (kHz) 

0.3–0.6 5/ −5 0.38/1.03 0.34/1.02 

0.6–0.8 23/ −32 0.35/1.05 0.35/1.01 

0.8–1.0 40/ −30 0.47/0.98 0.42/0.96 

1.0–1.6 8/ −7 0.41/1.1 0.43/1.1 

Table 3 

Features of the signals of the + X-foot; x-direction: amplitudes, main frequency compo- 

nents determined by the time differences in signal maxima and by short time Fourier 

transforms (STFT). 

Time interval (s) Amplitude (m/s 2 ) Frequencies (kHz) Frequencies STFT (kHz) 

0.3–0.6 20/ −12 0.38/1.1 0.38/1.16 

0.6–0.75 18/ −18 1.1 1.1/1.2 

0.75–1.0 11/ −15 1.1 1.1/1.2 

1.0–1.6 8/ −10 1.05 0.68/1.05 

Fig. 5. Extrapolated lander position and orientation during Philae’s first contact 

with the comet at the site Agilkia. The lander legs are to scale and superimposed 

on merged and rectified ROLIS images. North is up. The thin yellow line indicates 

the lander balcony edge. The landing gear was rotated during decent by 11 °. The + Y 

leg hits the edge of the boulder seen in the center of the image. The resolution of 

the ROLIS image is 2 cm/pxl (full-resolution) and the positional uncertainty of Phi- 

lae relative to the surface is ± 10 cm. This figure is an updated version of the one 

shown in Biele et al. (2015) (color online). 
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nd k sh = 270 kN/m is the stiffness of the sole (see Appendix A3 ,

ig. A3.2 ). Due to the damper in the landing gear the stiffness

f the landing gear becomes complex with the imaginary part

 i = i ωγ D ( γ D = 567 N/m). It is easy to see from Eq. (5 ) that the

eformation of the lander structure on a given material is deter-
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng
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ined by that part of the landing gear with the highest compli-

nce or lowest stiffness. 

. Evaluation of the data measured on comet 67P 

.1. Signal types 

There are a number of individual signals in the time series from

omet 67P which look very similar to the touchdown signals in

he LAMA tests ( Faber et al., 2015 ). Two of them measured at Ag-

lkia are shown in Figs. 7 a and b. They are characterized by a time-

ength called contact time T c in Hertzian contact mechanics, here

 c = 7 ms ( Fig. 7 a) and T c = 8 ms ( Fig. 7 b). Other signals occur in the

 Y-foot in x-direction at 0.735 s with T c = 22 ms and at 0.98 s with

 c = 8 ms both at a contact resonance of 1.2 kHz. Further signals

an be seen in the –Y-foot time series in x-direction at 0.65 s with

 c = 10 ms and f c = 1 kHz, at 0.823 s with T c = 8 ms and f c = 1 kHz;

n the + X-foot, x-direction at 0.429 s, T c = 7 ms and f c = 1.1 kHz and

t 0.89 s with T c = 5 ms and f c = 1.2 kHz. Their common signatures

re contact times T c ≈ 10 ms, negative wave-form close to a half-

inusoidal shape and amplitude-modulated with a frequency sig-

al close to 1.1 kHz, see Tables 1–3 . We interpret the modulation

ignals as contact-resonances of the sole in analogy to the signals

easured in the LAMA tests. In the following sections, we discuss

he half-wave signals as well as the contact-resonances. 

Let us make some estimates before we analyze the data. From

he time-of-flight data of the MUPUS hammering signal, the elastic

urface modulus at the final landing site Abydos must be of the or-

er of 10 MPa ( Knapmeyer et al., 2015 ). Let us assume that there is

he same surface modulus at Agilkia. The magnitude of the forces

xerted by the foot soles on the comet soil were P ≈ 34 N at Ag-
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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Fig. 6. Possible scenarios of the touchdown for the + Y-foot at the landing site 

Agilkia. The scenario (c) agrees with most of our finding; see text. 
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M  
ilkia ( Roll et al., 2016 ). Before plastic deformation of the comet sur-

face sets in, there was an elastic deformation and this allows us to

estimate the contact radius a c, 

a c = ( 3 PR / 4 E 

∗) 1 / 3 , (6)

based on Hertzian contact mechanics ( Johnson, 1985 ) to be

a c ≈ 8 mm using E ∗ = 10 MPa as effective modulus between the

sole and the comet surface material. The elastic deformation depth

is δ = a c 
2 /R ≈ 0.3 mm. Then we obtain a contact stiffness of

k ∗ = 2a c E 
∗ = 160 kN/m, which is much larger than the stiffness of

one arm of the landing gear (k LG = 13.3 kN/m), but comparable to

the stiffness of the sole k sh = 270 kN/m. For a signal length of about

T c = 0.1 s (length of the strong signal of the + Y-foot), the angular

frequency would be ω = 2 π /T c = 2 π /0.1 s −1 = 62.8 s −1 and hence

ωγ D ≈ 35.6 kN/m. In addition, for the first contacts the damper

of the landing gear was not activated ( Roll and Witte, 2016 ), and

therefore we neglect the contribution of the imaginary part to the

compliance of the landing gear. 

d  

Fig. 7. (a) Signal at 437 ms of the + Y-foot, x-direction. The overall shape of the signal is s

oscillations in the signals, a contact-resonance at ∼1.1 kHz ± 0.1 kHz becomes noticeable;

sinusoidal with one negative half-wave of length T c = 8 ms. Counting the number of oscill

Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng
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If the corresponding foot was fixed rigidly to the leg of the

anding gear, the restoring force would be determined by its com-

liance and hence no information could be gained on the elastic

odulus of the surface material, see Faber et al. (2015) . However,

f the ice screw mechanism in the foot is operating, the foot is de-

oupled during this time from the landing gear leg and the stiff-

ess of the sole determines the reaction to the contact forces at

gilkia. The ice screws ( Fig. 1 b) were actuated at least partially

pon the first landing of Philae. In the laboratory tests, this period

asted some 100 ms with a force of ≈20 N ( Faber et al., 2015 ). 

The signals of the + Y-foot are the strongest, exceeding those of

he other two feet by a factor of ≈5. Also only in the + Y-foot ac-

elerometer, there are signals recorded at 1.3 kHz in the x-direction

hich are clearly above the noise level. As said in Section 5 ,

he positional accuracy of the reconstruction of the landing site

s ± 10 cm. Therefore it is quite feasible that a strut of leg 1 of the

anding gear hit the boulder at its edge and not the sole (scenario

c) in Fig. 6 ). Then, the dangling foot caused the free oscillations of

he sole at 670 Hz and the signals are amplified by the Q-factor of

he resonance, which was measured on the spare foot sole to be

 = 9. Due to the nonlinear behavior of the stiffness of the spare

ole versus loading force (see Appendix A3 , Fig. A3.2 ), the gener-

tion of the second harmonic, i.e. the signal frequency at 1.3 kHz

s quite natural. In a number of test experiments, it was checked

hether such a scenario is possible and this seems to be the case,

ee Apendix A4 , Fig. A4 , and the video in the supplementary mate-

ial. In several of these tests, it was easy to generate signal ampli-

udes comparable to and larger than the signal strength observed

n comet 67P when the strut hit a styrofoam plate (E r,cal ≈ 20 MPa)

t its edge. 

.2. Half-wave signals 

Let us consider the half-wave sinusoidal signals as a periodic

nput disturbance of the oscillator shown schematically in Fig. 8 ,

hich depicts the mechanical equivalent model for the Coulomb

riction force in the fixation ice screw mechanism, in addition to

he inertia force by the mass of the foot. The dry friction element

perates along the guidance system of rectangular tubes holding

he foot soles. It acts as well on the ice screw fixture, which forces

he screw rotation when the soles are pushed upward. Hence the

ry friction attacks along a distributed mass and therefore the me-

hanical equivalent model in Fig. 8 is a simplification. There are a

umber of papers published in the 1960s and 1970s discussing os-

illators with viscous and Coulomb friction elements whose results

re now summarized in textbooks; see for example Nayfeh and

ook (1995) . The paper by Levitan (1960) is particularly suited to

escribe the main features of the present problem. Treating the os-
inusoidal with one negative half-wave of length T c = 7 ms. Counting the number of 

 (b) Signal at 980 ms of the + Y-foot, x-direction. The overall shape of the signal is 

ations in the signals, a contact-resonance becomes noticeable at 1.2 ± 0.1 kHz. 

th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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mL

ɣD

kLG

Coulomb friction
F0 in the screw 
mechanism

mfoot

ksh

k*

y

x

z=y-x

Fig. 8. Mechanical equivalent model for the Coulomb friction force in the fixation 

ice screw mechanism, in addition to the inertia force by the mass of a foot. The 

dash-pot element represents the viscous damping of the sole and the comet soil, 

here 7.1 Ns/m. Furthermore, m L is the mass of the lander, γ D is the damping con- 

stant of the landing gear ( Roll et al., 2016 ), k LG is the stiffness of the landing gear, 

k sh is the stiffness of the sole, and k ∗ is the contact stiffness of the comet surface. 

The damping element parallel to k sh and k ∗ is the damping of the sole determined 

by the Q-value of the contact-resonances; see text. 
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illator of Fig. 8 as a point-mass system, the corresponding differ-

ntial equation for the motion of the mass m foot with the coordi-

ate z relative (z = y – x) to the base plate with the coordinate x

representing the comet surface) is: 

 foot ̈z + c ̇ z + kz − F(t) = −m foot ̈x = m foot ω 

2 cos ( ωt + φ) (7)

or a sinusoidal excitation x = x 0 cos( ωt + ϕ). Here F (t) =
( 4 F 0 /π ) 

∑ 

n ( sin (nωt) /n ) is the Fourier series representation

f the square wave frictional resistance curve F 0 × sign( ̇ z ) and F 0 = 

 - 20 N is the magnitude of the frictional force (measured in spare

oot assemblies in the course of the LAMA tests ( Faber et al., 2015 ).

q. (7 ) has been solved analytically for a steady state solution. The

eries z(t) = 

∑ 

n { A n cos (nωt) + B n sin (nωt) } ( Levitan, 1960 ) was

runcated at n = 5 resulting in an error of less than 1% for the

mplitude z. The following parameters determine the solution: (i)

he friction damping factor C f = F 0 /kx 0 (with 1/k = 1/k ∗ + 1/k s ), (ii)

iscous damping ratio α = c/c 0 (with c 0 = 2m foot ω 0 ), (iii) ratio β of

he excitation frequency/eigenfrequency, here ( π /T c / ω 0 ), and (iv)

 0 = forced excitation amplitude of the base plate x 0 × cos( ωt). The

arameters are α = 9.26 × 10 −2 ≈ 0.1; β = 7.48 × 10 −2 . The ratio C f 

s difficult to estimate. Because the accelerometer in each sole is

rmly attached to the soles, we can equate the soles’ amplitudes

 0 = b/ ω 

2 with the excitation amplitude x 0 . Here, a typical value

s b ≈ 20 m/s 2 , see Tables 1–3 , and ω/2 π is the contact-resonance

requency ≈ 1.1–1.2 kHz. This yields x 0 ≈ 0.4 μm. The stiffness

f the springs k ∗ and k s in series is then k ≈ 150 kN/m (see

ection 6.3.2 ). Finally with F 0 ≈ 20 N, one obtains C f ≈ 330 as

n upper value and with F 0 ≈ 2 N C f ≈ 33 as a lower value.

eading the parameterized data shown in Fig. 4 of Levitan (1960) ,

e conclude that the peak transmissibility, i.e. the ratio of y 0 /x 0 
s close to 1. The oscillating forces acting on the sole are not

nfluenced by the ice screw mechanism because they are smaller

han the friction forces, and hence the soles can be regarded as

n isolated system as long as the screws are not stopped. This

nding allows us to apply the theory of Faber et al. (2015) , to

nvert the data where the compliance of the foot sole compensates

he restoring force when contacting the comet instead of the leg

f the landing gear. In that case F(x) is the restoring force in the

ontact sole-comet surface, i.e. F(x) = (4/3)R 

1/2 E r 
∗x 3/2 for an elastic

ertzian contact. For a plastic contact, this force is given in a

rst approximation by F(x) = A ×σ c where A is the contact area

nd σ c is the compression strength. In view of the permanent

ndentations Philae left behind at Agilkia, it is appropriate to

ssume that the elastic-plastic yield limit was exceeded by each
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng
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oot and that the further deformation occurred then only by

lastic deformation, i.e. that the surface of the comet material was

oaded so that the individual signals are caused by the crushing

f the porous structure similar to the results of the KOSI experi-

ents ( Grün et al., 1993; Kochan et al., 1998; Kochan et al., 1989;

homas et al., 1994 ). Here, the simplified assumption is made

hat the compression strength is a constant. Applying Eq. (3 ) in

aber et al. (2015) yields: 

 

b max | = K 0 

√ (
1 

m foot 

− ω 
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k sh 
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2 Q 
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2 
0 

. (

In laboratory tests the Q-value of a spare sole’s free oscilla-

ions was measured to be Q = 9, and it remained unchanged when

he sole was firmly immersed in Aerosil (appendix, Table A5 )

s an analog material for the loose comet soil. In Eq. (8 ), the

ngular frequency ω is ω = π /T c where T c is the contact time,

 0 = 2 π × 670 s −1 = 4.2 × 10 3 s −1 is the free resonance frequency

f the sole, and m foot = 0.82 kg is the mass of a foot. Furthermore,

he damping constant of the sole is γ sh = k sh /Q ω 0 = 7.1 Ns/m. As

aid above, the contact times are of the order of T c ≈ 10 ms yield-

ng ω = π /T c = 3.1 × 10 2 s −1 . Inserting these parameters and be-

ause ω < < ω 0 , Eq. (8 ) leads to: 

 0 ≈ | b max | × m foot 

1 . 2 

= A ×σc . (9) 

The acceleration values b max are between −10 and −34 m/s 2 .

his yields magnitudes of impact forces K 0 between 7 and 23 N.

his force corresponds to the measurement of the forces obtained

n a spare foot, see above, and also to the estimate of the force

xerted by the effective mass of a landing gear leg at touchdown

 Roll et al., 2016 ). 

For predominantly plastic deformation, the maximal contact ra-

ius is given by the radius of the sole provided that the whole sole

urface contacts the comet surface. This yields a maximal contact

rea of A ≈ 0.016 m 

2 if the two soles of a foot touch down at

he same time. Hence the compression strength σ c = K 0 /A is be-

ween 0.43 and 1.5 kPa and will be correspondingly larger if the

ontact area is smaller given by the particles of the regolith at

gilkia with diameters down to cm size ( Mottola et al., 2015 ).

his yields a contact area of A = 2 × 10 −3 m 

2 and hence compres-

ion (or crushing) strengths between 3.5 kPa and 12 kPa. These val-

es are indeed comparable to the estimates of σ c = 2 kPa given

n Roll et al. (2016) , where the magnitudes of the forces were

stimated that the lander soles exerted onto the comet surface

ased on a detailed mechanical model of Philae. Here, we derived

he forces from the acceleration data at the Philae feet measured

n situ. 

In such a scenario the CASSE signals are caused by the forces

xerted on the sole when crushing and pushing the assembly

f the individual particles of the comet regolith further into the

omet surface. One should keep in mind that Eqs. (7 ) and (8) are

ased on a simplified model and it is re-assuring that all three ap-

roaches to determine the compression or crushing strength at the

gilkia site yield the same result within a factor of three. 

.3. Philae’s sole resonances 

Before we analyze the contact-resonance data from comet 67P,

e discuss the free and the contact-resonances of the sole of a

pare foot which were determined by calibration experiments and

re described in detail in Appendix A5 . 
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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Fig. 9. Normalized contact-resonance frequency f c /f f versus reduced elastic mod- 

ulus E r,cal of the calibration materials. Squares represent contact-resonance values 

obtained by tapping, circles are data for porous materials, and triangles represent 

data from fall tests. The data are listed in Table A5 in Appendix A5 . The steep in- 

crease in contact stiffness occurs when the contact stiffness is comparable to the 

sole stiffness (color online). 
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6.3.1. Free resonances 

The free resonance of a spare foot sole was measured at room

temperature by tapping on the lid of the sole, recording the out-

put of the accelerometer either with a digital oscilloscope or by

the B&K “Pulse” device with corresponding software which pow-

ered the sensor and which recorded the signals as well, see

Appendix A5 . The free resonance averaged over 10 measurements

was 540 ± 14 Hz, a value obtained repeatedly in many additional

individual measurements. 

From Eq. (A5 ) ( Appendix A5 ), it can be seen that the resonance

frequency is proportional to the square root of the Young modulus

of the sole, i.e. ω ∝ E sh 
0.5 . The Young modulus of the polymer com-

ponent of the composites may increase considerably with decreas-

ing temperature, depending on whether the temperature range is

close to the glass transition temperature of the polymer. According

to the housekeeping data of the CASSE sensors, the temperatures

of the feet were roughly −100 °C. Literature data show ( Amash

and Zugenmaier, 1997; Bansemir and Haider, 1998; Shokrieh et al.,

2012 ) that the elastic modulus of GFC materials increases by a

factor of ≈1.7 for a temperature of T ≈ 200 K compared to the

value at room temperature. Therefore, one can expect that the free

resonance-frequency increases by a factor of 
√ 

1 . 7 ≈ 1 . 3 relative to

room temperature, i.e. from f f = 540 Hz to about 700 Hz. 

6.3.2. Contact-resonances 

From the Fourier spectra of the accelerometer signals, one can

clearly see frequency bands below and above 680 Hz; see Figs. 2b–

4b and Table 1 . As said above, we interpret these frequencies as

contact-resonances of the foot soles with variations in the bound-

ary conditions due to the variations in the contact mechanics when

the soles encountered the surface of 67P at Agilkia. The oscilla-

tions of the soles were excited by the time-varying forces of multi-

asperity contacts with the pebbles of the comet surface and/or

with the surface of the boulder hit, or by the strut hitting the edge

of the boulder. 

Eq. (4 ) describes in a quite general way the contact-resonances

ω th as a function of the contacted masses involved and of the con-

tact stiffness k ∗. Mass loading of the soles leads to a decrease of

the contact-resonances whereas stiffening by restoring forces leads

to their increase ( Vidic et al., 1998 ). Calibration curves were ob-

tained by measuring the contact-resonance of a spare foot-sole

resting on materials of known reduced elastic moduli. The contact-

resonances were excited by tapping on top of the lid with the

sole having contact to the material tested or by fall tests; see

Appendix A5 . 

Material constants, i.e. Young’s modulus E, shear modulus

G, and the Poisson ratio υ of the calibration materials were

measured by ultrasonic velocity measurements and by density

measurements. From these data the reduced Young’s modulus

E r,cal = E/(1 −υ) 2 of the material was determined; see Table A5 in

the appendix . The normalized contact-resonance frequency f c /f f is

plotted as a function of the reduced modulus of the calibration ma-

terials, E r,cal ; see Fig. 9 . 

From Tables 1 to 3 , we read that most of the contact-resonances

measured on comet 67P extend from ≈1.1 to 1.2 kHz. That corre-

sponds to f c /f f = 1.2/0.68 ≈ 1.8, and from Fig. 9 one infers a cor-

responding reduced modulus E r,cal ≈ 2 GPa. In order to calculate

the corresponding contact stiffness, one needs the contact radius

as well, as seen in Eq. (3 ). In our case R = 0.2 m is the curvature

radius of the foot sole, P = 4.92 N is the load, i.e. the static force

exerted by the weight of one leg of the landing gear on the cali-

bration sample via the sole (housing the accelerometer), which was

measured by aid of a balance. In Eq. (3 ), E r 
∗ is the effective mod-

ulus of both contacting structures, the foot sole with its measured

stiffness and the calibration materials that are assumed to be ho-

mogeneous. This should hold for the materials with a smooth sur-
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng
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ace. Let us find an equivalent volumetric material with a reduced

odulus E equi that develops the same contact radius as the shell

tructure of the foot sole when pressed into the calibration ma-

erial. Obviously E equi = k sh /2a c must hold ( Eq. (3 )). Using Eq. (2 ),

.e. 1/E r,eff
∗ = 2a c /k sh + 1/E r , cal and inserting 1/E r,eff

∗ into Eq. (6 ), one

btains an algebraic equation for the contact radius. The solution of

his equation yields a c ≈ 3 mm and the corresponding contact stiff-

ess at f c /f f = 1.8 is k ∗ = 2a c E r,eff
∗ ≈ 157 kN/m (E r,eff

∗ = 26.3 MPa).

hat means that the maximal change in the dispersion curve of

ig. 9 occurs when k sh ∼ k ∗, which is physically plausible. 

Let us apply this finding to the situation on the comet. We ob-

ain the same result if the contact radius remained the same. How-

ver, this cannot be expected. For the contact radius one has to

ake rather the sole radius, i.e. a factor 50/3 ≈ 16.7 larger whereas

he sole stiffness should increase to ≈270 kN/m (see Appendix A3 ).

his translates into a surface modulus of about 3 MPa. 

In case of multi-asperity contacts, like on an ensemble of peb-

les on the comet, or in case of very porous and rough surfaces,

ike volcanic rock, the contact radius can no longer be calculated

ith Eq. (6 ), and as a result the inversion of the data as done above

s no longer possible. This situation is even more pronounced for

he fall tests on such materials (data marked with triangles in

ig. 9 ). 

. Discussion 

In porous materials, both the elastic moduli as well as the frac-

ure mechanical parameters such as tensile strength, compressive

trength, and fracture toughness are reduced. During the prepara-

ion phase of the Rosetta mission an effort was undertaken to esti-

ate the compressive strength of comets by using the ratio of the

trength/elastic modulus structure for a foam-like structure with

pen cells ( Gibson and Ashby, 1997; Möhlmann, 1996 ): 

c / E c = 0 . 03 ( ρp / ρs ) 
2 
(
1+ 

√ 

ρp / ρs 

)2 
. (10)

Here, σ c is the elastic stress for compression failure and ρp 

nd ρs are the mass densities of the comet nucleus materials

ith porosity and for the pore free material, respectively. E c is the

oung’s modulus of the comet material. Inserting for the porosity

1 −ρp / ρs ) = 0.7–0.8, one obtains 2.5 × 10 −3 < σ c /E c < 6.5 × 10 −3 

nd for σ c = 8 kPa, this yields 1.2 MPa < E c < 3.2 MPa. This range

hows the large influence of the porosity. 

Similar expressions to Eq. (10) have been derived for cellular

aterials ( Ashby, 1983; Gibson and Ashby, 1997 ). Based on the

roposal that the glue between the particulates of the comet re-

olith might be ice ( Greenberg et al., 1995; Möhlmann, 1996 ) and

onsidering the high porosity, the comet surface material may be

iewed as a cellular material with the ice as the walls between
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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t  
he regolith particles. Let us briefly discuss the consequences of

uch an approach. There are experimentally determined master

urves for cellular materials for the ratio of the elastic collapse

trength/elastic modulus of the cells by cell-wall buckling. i.e.

rushing ( Ashby, 1983 ). Again for a porosity of 0.7–0.8, this ratio is

.7 × 10 −3 < σ c /E c < 7.9 × 10 −3 i.e. for E s = 8 GPa (ice) ( Fellin, 2013 ),

e obtain 13 MPa < σ c < 63 MPa. For stresses beyond 4 MPa, the

eformation of the material becomes non-linear, but it is still elas-

ic, i.e. the strain is recovered when unloaded. 

If the cell walls can be deformed plastically, which ice can

ndergo, there is a yield strength σ pl that depends on poros-

ty. Again there are master curves ( Ashby, 1983 ), and for a

orosity of 0.7–0.8, the relative plastic yield strength σ pl / σ w 

is

.4 × 10 −2 < σ pl / σ w 

< 5.7 × 10 −2 . It is not straightforward to se-

ect the correct parameter for the strength σ w 

of the ice walls,

ecause they will undergo both shearing and compression when

oaded. From the tables in Fellin (2013) , we find the lower limit

w 

≈ 1 MPa and σ w 

≈ 10 MPa as an upper limit. This entails

pl ≈ 24 kPa as a lower limit and σ pl ≈ 57 kPa as an upper limit

or σ w 

= 1 MPa and σ w 

= 10 MPa, respectively. 

Independent of the question whether ice serves as glue be-

ween the regolith particles, brittle cellular porous materials may

ail in compression by crushing. After elastic deformation followed

y crushing, there is a plateau regime of stress versus strain dur-

ng which energy is absorbed upon further straining the mate-

ial and eventually densification sets in at larger strains ε (see

ig. A6 ). Such a scenario has taken place according to the analy-

is of the energy balance of the landing events ( Biele et al., 2015;

oll et al., 2016 ). As an example for porous ceramic Al 2 O 3 with a

orosity of 80%, the ratio is 2 × 10 −3 < σ c / σ w 

< 10 −2 ( Dam et al.,

990 ), which entails a crushing strength of 20 kPa < σ c < 100 kPa

or σ w 

≈ 10 MPa, and 2 kPa < σ c < 10 kPa for σ w 

≈ 1 MPa. 

The fracture of a material is sensitive to defects such as pre-

xisting cracks, inclusions or large cells or voids in cellular ma-

erials. This holds in particular for the tensile strength of mate-

ials. Defects act as stress concentrators. This is taken into ac-

ount by the concepts of fracture mechanics ( Lawn, 1993 ) which

re also applied in rock mechanics, see for example Hatzor and

alchick, 1997 . Again there are master curves for the fracture stress

for porous materials ( Ashby, 1983 ), which for a porosity of 80%

ive 

≈ 1 0 

−2 σw 

/ 
√ 

d/ L c . (11) 

Here, σ is the fracture stress, L c is the length of the cells and

 is the linear defect size. Eq. (11) holds for d > L c . The small-

st cell size for the comet regolith is L c = 0.4 mm ( Mottola et al.,

015 ). Let us assume we have d = 10 cm. This yields a fracture

tress of 6.5 kPa if we assume again that the cell walls are ice,

.e. σ w 

≈ 10 MPa. It should be mentioned that Greenberg et al.,

995 , stated that a fracture mechanics approach would be the cor-

ect way of describing the fracture strength of comet materials. 

Similar considerations and relations exist for the elastic moduli

nd fracture strength of ceramics before sintering which are either

lurries or dry-pressed powders, so-called green bodies ( Kendall

t al., 1987; Kendall et al., 1986 ). Green ceramic bodies have an ap-

reciable amount of porosity and also, like assumed for the comet

aterial, the individual particles in the unfired material contact

ach other at certain points, where interatomic forces hold the en-

emble of particles together ( Tabor, 1977 ). They deform the par-

icles at the contact points elastically. The energy needed to sep-

rate two particles is a cp 
2 ×� where a cp is the radius of the con-

act points and � is the surface energy. When the two particles are

eparated, the elastic energy is released which reduces the total en-

rgy needed for separation. The number of contacts in the ensem-

le with surface area πa cp 
2 depends on the overall porosity. Ex-

erimentally this dependence was determined to be proportional
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng

Gerasimenko derived from the SESAME/CASSE touchdown signals, Icaru
o ( ρp / ρs ) 
z with z being 2, 3, and 4 ( Carneim and Green, 2001 )

nstead of the almost squared power dependence of Eq. (10) and

he master curves cited above. This makes the relations very sen-

itive to the actual porosity at small values of ρp / ρs ( Arnold and

öhlmann, 2009 ). 

In summary, it is the porosity which determines the elastic-

ty and strength for small ρp / ρs ( Ashby, 2006; Leite and Ferland,

001 ). The material of the cell walls and the binding by surface

orces, i.e. the surface energy, play a minor role. 

. Comparison to other relevant data 

Large cracks and features of irregular polygonal structure with

 size of the order of some m to some 100 m have been observed

n comet 67P ( El-Maarry et al., 2015 ). Smaller cracks of sizes com-

arable to and smaller than the diameter of Philae’s soles exist as

ell. In fact fractures and cracks are ubiquitous at grain and boul-

er scales ( Bibring et al., 2015 ). 

Tensile or failure strengths for comet 67P of ≈100 Pa have been

eported for dust overhangs ( Thomas et al., 2015 ) much smaller

han the estimate for the tensile strength estimated in the previous

ection (6.5 kPa), which might be due to the still higher porosity

n the dust overhang. Groussin et al. (2015 ) discussed in detail the

arious strength values derived from the airfall of the overhangs,

hear strengths from adhesion and rolling of boulders (4 Pa), and

ventually the compression strength derived from the depression

epth the lander soles left behind at Agilkia ( ≈16 kPa). One also

nds in this paper a table summarizing tensile strengths, shear

trengths and compressive strengths for cometary materials and

he corresponding references. 

A tensile strength of 10 Pa already influenced the further mo-

ion of Philae at Agilkia in modeling the landing event ( Roll and

itte, 2016 ). Estimating the forces acting on the soles upon land-

ng, Roll et al. (2016 ) derived a compressive strength at Agilkia of

 kPa. Finally, a hardness value of 4 MPa has been reported for the

UPUS experiment carried out at Abydos ( Spohn et al., 2015 ). 

Thus, the experimental data reported so far for comet 67P in-

icate that the tensile strengths are of the order ≈100 Pa, whereas

ompressive strengths are much larger, i.e. of the order of up to

0 kPa and at Abydos up to some MPa, see also Basilevsky et al.

2016 ). 

Let us compare these data with the KOSI laboratory experi-

ents ( Kochan et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 1994 ). The crushing

trength of a porous ice–mineral composite with an olivine con-

ent of 3.4% was examined. Most interesting was the observation

hat the crushing strength increased with sintering time reaching a

alue of ≈0.5 MPa after ≈3 days at 253 K. With increasing mineral

ontent the crushing strength increased slightly. The neck growth

etween the particles and hence the stability of the sintered ma-

erial was estimated as well. In about 10 6 years the neck radius

ould be about equal to the particle radius, and the strength of

he composite would then be fully developed. Different specimens

ere produced with grain sizes around 1 mm, and they contained

 2 O and CO 2 ice with 15% weight percentage. The minerals added

ere olivine and montmorillonite. The overall porosity was 49–

3%. The measured hardness was 0.15–1 MPa. As said earlier, in

hese measurements gradual crushing of the KOSI material was ob-

erved which manifested itself by oscillating strength values with

ncreasing penetration by the indenter. That fracture mechanical

oncepts should be applied to describe the strength of comet ana-

ogue materials and eventually comet material, was clearly spelled

ut in a number of papers given at the Int. Workshop on Physics

nd Mechanics of Cometary Materials which took place in Münster,

ermany in 1989 (Proceedings Vol. SP-302, ESA, Paris, France). 

A lot of data have been published concerning the proper-

ies of ice and snow, see for example data in Fellin (2013) .
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 
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D  
Petrovic gave a detailed account of the mechanical properties of

ice ( Petrovic, 2003 ). The tensile strength of ice varies from 0.7

to 3.1 MPa and the compressive strength varies from 5 to 25 MPa

over the temperature range −10 °C to −20 °C. The ice compres-

sive strength increases with decreasing temperature and increasing

strain rate, but ice tensile-strength is relatively insensitive to these

variables. 

There exist quite a lot of laboratory experiments and theoret-

ical estimates to gain insight into the strength of dust aggregates

related to comets. One finds values for tensile strengths of the or-

der of some 10 Pa with exceptions of up to some 10 kPa. However,

we refrain from summarizing these papers in detail and refer to

Luding (2008), Meisner et al. (2012), Musiolik et al. (2017), Skorov

and Blum (2012) , and references therein. 

9. Summary and conclusion 

The analysis of the CASSE acceleration data yields compression

strengths of ≈10 kPa for the comet surface material. This is in line

with the data previously published considering the forces exerted

by the lander on the comet surface at Agilkia ( Roll et al., 2016 ).

In our analysis, these forces were derived from the signals of the

accelerometers mounted in the foot soles of Philae’s landing gear.

Assuming that the same relations known for highly porous natural

and engineering materials apply to the surface material of comet

67P, its elastic modulus should be of the order of a few MPa at

Agilkia. Such a value was indeed found by the evaluation of time-

of-flight data during the MUPUS hammering at Philae’s final land-

ing site Abydos ( Knapmeyer et al., 2015 ). 

It is the porosity which determines the elasticity and the

strength of a porous material with large porosity. On the one hand,

the porosity reduces the number of contacts or the coordination

number between the individual constituents of the comet agglom-

erate material, and on the other hand large pores act as stress con-

centrator initiating failure upon loading. This concept is also ap-

plied in rock mechanics ( Hatzor and Palchick, 1997 ). The large vari-

ations of strength values reported on comet 67P from a few tens

of Pa ( Groussin et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2015 ) to several MPa

( Spohn et al., 2015 ) can be explained by local variations in poros-

ity. 
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ppendix 

.1. Elastic modulus of the glass–fiber composite sole 

The elastic parameters of the GFC sole were obtained from

ltrasonic velocity measurements at frequencies 2–3 MHz us-

ng broadband excitation. They yielded a longitudinal veloc-

ty of v L = 3330 m/s. With a density of ρ = 2.3 × 10 3 kg/m 

3 , this

ives L = 25.55 GPa, where L = v L 
2 ×ρ is the so-called longitudinal

odulus. Likewise, the measurement of the shear velocity gave

 S = 1910 m/s. This yields a shear modulus G = v S 
2 ×ρ = 8.4 GPa

nd with υ = [(L − 2 G)/2(L − G)] a Poisson ratio of υ = 0.255.

herefore, the E-modulus is υ = 2(1 + υ)G = 21.1 GPa and the re-

uced modulus is E ∗ = E sh 
∗ = 22.6 GPa. These values are close to lit-

rature values of E = 20 GPa ( Schwartz, 1992 ). Due to high attenua-

ion caused by scattering of ultrasound at the composite structure,

t was not possible to determine the anisotropy factor of the GFC

aterial in the plane of the woven fabric. 

.2. Height of the boulder 

The length of the shadow of the boulder hit is on its left side

West) about w ≈ 0.4 m; see Fig. 5 . The sun stood at an elevation

f ϑ= 40 ° to the plane of the landing site ( Mottola et al., 2015 ).

his yields a maximal height of the boulder 

 = w × tan ϑ ≈ 0 . 34 m (A1)

Since the edge of the boulder is rounded and flattened from

est to East (left to right in Fig. 5 ) and eventually dives into the

round, there is no single height. At the part where the landing

ear probably hit the boulder, the height is only 15–20 cm. 

.3. Sole stiffness 

nalytical estimate of the sole stiffness 

The stiffness of the sole including the foot structure was esti-

ated to be 173 kN/m in the appendix (i) in Faber et al. (2015) ,

ased on the collection of equations in Young and Budynas (2002) .

n analytical expression for the stiffness of a spherical shell is

iven by Mansoor-Baghaei and Sadegh (2011) : 

 sh = 2 . 3 E sh t 
2 
sh / R sh 

√ 

1 −υ2 
sh 

. (A2)

Here, E sh is the elastic modulus of the shell, t sh is its thick-

ess, and R sh is the curvature radius of the shell. Inserting for

he glass-fiber E sh = 21.1 GPa with a Poisson ratio of υsh = 0.26,

 sh = 1 mm, and R sh = 0.2 m, yields k sh = 251 kN/m. In an additional

ork ( Mansoor-Baghaei and Sadegh, 2015 ), the stiffness of an el-

ipsoidal shell was given as 

 sh = 8 ( D b E sh t sh K ) 
1 / 2 

. (A3)

Here, K is the Gaussian curvature in loading location and D b is

he bending stiffness of the shell defined as 

 b = E sh t 
3 
sh / 12 

√ 

1 − υ2 
sh 

. (A4)
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 

s (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.09.038 
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Fig. A3.1. Photograph of the sole mounted in the Instron tensile-compression de- 

vice (color online). 
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Fig. A3.2. Load force versus displacement for a Philae landing sole. The sole was 

loaded at two velocities: 1 mm/s (red curve 1) and 0.1 mm/s (brown 2, and green 

curve 3) (color online). 
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The Gaussian curvature is given by K = 1/R 1 R 2 . Here,

 1 = 200 mm and R 2 = 50 mm (see Fig. A2 for the foot mea-

ures in Faber et al. (2015) . Inserting these numbers into Eqs.

A3) and (A4) yields D b = 1.82 Nm and k sh = 495 kN/m, almost the

ouble value of Eq. (A2) ). 

easurement of the sole stiffness 

In view of the difference in the above estimates for k sh , the

tiffness of a spare sole foot with a mounted B&K accelerome-

er was measured. The lid of the sole was screwed on. In an

nstron 5546 tensile test machine the sole was loaded by com-

ression using a stamp of 50 mm Ø made of stainless steel; see

ig. A3.1 . With a 50 μm thin feeler and by sideward palpation at

he highest load of ≈90 N, the contact radius was determined to

e a c = 7.5 mm ( ± 1 mm). For the loading procedure, the following

ermination criteria were pre-defined: Force up to 150 N and dis-

lacement up to 1.5 mm, respectively 2 mm (green curve), what-

ver value was reached first. From the initial slope of the compres-

ive force versus displacement, a stiffness of k s ≈ 160 kN/m was

etermined for all three tests ( Fig. A3.2 ) very close to the earlier

stimate of 173 kN/m ( Faber et al., 2015 ). At the highest load the

ole was dented. However, when unloaded, the dent-in was elasti-

ally fully restored. 

From Eqs. (A2) , ( A3 ) and ( A4 ), one reads that the sole stiffness

s proportional to its elastic modulus. In the main text the change

f the modulus for temperatures down to 200 K is estimated. It is

ncreased by a factor of 1.7 compared to room temperature. There-

ore, the stiffness should increase to k ≈ 270 kN/m. 
sh 

Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng
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.4. Fall tests on the edge of a hard-polystyrene foam plate of 20 mm

idth 

A number of fall tests were carried out where the arm of the

anding gear fell on the edge of styrofoam plate. Polystyrene hard

oam has an elastic modulus of about 20 MPa; see Table A5 . These

ests served to simulate the scenario depicted in Fig. 6 c. The fall

eight was 4.1 cm. For this test, the ice screw was blocked from

perating. The contact resonances excited at 2 kHz fit well on

he dispersion curve of Fig. 9 with f c /f f = 3.7 and E r,cal = 5.9 GPa.

he absolute values of the acceleration were even larger than

n comet 67P for the landing leg + Y. The contact time for the

 kHz oscillations is T c ≈ 3–4 ms. Applying the same procedure

s in Section 6.3.2 to calculate an equivalent elastic modulus for

he sole for P ≈ 0.5 kg × 600 m/s 2 = 300 N, k sh = 160 kN/m, and

 r,cal = 5.9 GPa yields a c ≈ 7.5 mm and E f 
∗ = 10.7 MPa. With these

alues and m = 1.67 kg for the leg, we estimated the theoretical T c 
sing Eq. (11.24) in Johnson (1985) , despite the fact that this equa-

ion is an oversimplification for our case. One obtains T c = 7.5 ms in

easonable agreement with the observation. Before and after this

light touch, the signal frequency was 540 Hz, i.e. that of free res-

nances of the sole. 

5. Sole resonances 

nalytical estimate of the free sole resonance 

At least the measured free resonance should be compared to

 theoretical calculation. Assuming that the soles are half-domes,

he frequency of the lowest eigenmode has been calculated by

eissner (1946) : 

 = 2 . 98 

t sh 

a 2 s 

(
E sh 

ρ(1 − υ2 ) 

)0 . 5 

×
(

1 + ( 1 + υ) ( 0 . 9 − 0 . 2 ( 1 + υ) ) 
h 

2 

t 2 
sh 

)0 . 5 

. (A5) 

Here, E sh is the elastic modulus of the sole, ρ is its density, υ is

he Poisson ratio of the sole material, and t sh is its thickness. The

arameter a s is the radius of the spherical segment of the dome

nd h is its height. A fit of the real oblate form of the foot sole to

he half-dome yields the parameters a s = 17.5 mm and h = 1.9 mm.

he parameters E sh = 21.1 GPa, υ = 0.26, ρ = 2.3 × 10 3 kg/m 

3 , and

 sh = 1 mm gives for the lowest mode ω = 6.064 × 10 4 s −1 , and

 = 9.7 kHz. The accuracy for the input parameters is not very high

nd therefore f = 9.7 kHz is only an approximate value. In addi-

ion, the sole is mass-loaded by the mass of 28 g of the B&K ac-

elerometer, which reduced the resonance frequency. This effect

as measured in the development stage of the sole transmitters

nd receivers. A sole with a measured resonance at 1.85 kHz with-

ut mass, reduced its resonance frequency to 510 Hz when mass

oaded ( Arnold et al., 2004 ). Finally, finite element modeling gave

esults very close to the measured values ( Krause, 2007 ). 

alibration measurement of the sole contact-resonances 

A number of calibration experiments were carried out in order

o determine the free and the contact-resonance frequency of a

ight spare foot with a sole that was built identically to the flight

odel. For all measurements, the B&K 4506 (Deltatron) accelerom-

ter was powered according to the specification of the manufac-

urer, i.e. 2–10 mA at 18–30 V for each of the three axes. The sen-

itivity according to the data sheet of B&K is 10 mV/(m/s 2 ). Be-

ore and after each round of measurements, the sensitivity was

hecked using the calibration vibrator-exciter 4294 of B&K. This

xciter provided amplitudes of 10 m/s 2 . Each measurement was re-

eated about 10 times and the data were averaged and standard

eviations were determined. 
th and elastic modulus at Agilkia on comet 67P/Churyumov- 
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Fig. A4. (a) Fall test where the strut of the landing gear falls on the edge of an upward positioned hard-styrofoam plate with E r, cal = 20 MPa; (b) The sole of the foot touches 

for about T c ≈ 3–4 ms a cube made of polyamide (E r, cal = 5.9 GPa) which leads to excitation of contact resonances f c = 2 KHz (color online). A video of the fall test was taken 

at a rate of 150 frames/s; see supplementary material). Its length of 38 s corresponds to 7.6 s. 

Fig. A5. Fall test on hard styrofoam samples. The arrangement was such that the 

ice screw mechanism could operate freely. Fall heights to measure the dispersion 

curves were 3–5 cm. High speed videos were taken in order to measure the veloc- 

ity. In the aluminum table on which the styrofoam samples rest, a load cell was 

integrated in order to measure the impact forces (color online). 
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Fig. A6. Stress–strain behavior of a cellular or porous material according to 

Ashby (2006) . If the surface modulus was 3 MPa and its compression strength 3 kPa, 

the corresponding strain would be ε ≈ 10 −3 . Similar behavior has been observed for 

the KOSI experiments ( Thomas et al., 1994 ). 
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Excitation of the sole resonances by tapping 

In a first round of measurements, the soles were excited to os-

cillations by tapping them with a pencil on their lid when they

rested on the calibration sample. Elastic moduli, i.e. Young’s mod-

ulus E, shear modulus G, and the Poisson ratio υ for the calibra-

tion materials were evaluated from ultrasonic time-of-flight data

and the density. In case of Aerosil and the foam material, a com-

pression test was carried out with a spare sole yielding directly

the reduced modulus E r,cal . The free resonance f f was measured by

tapping the sole without contacting the sample, respectively by a

small loudspeaker which was placed below the sole’s center. The

result was f f = 540 ± 14 Hz with a Q-value of ≈9. There was a sec-

ond resonance at 610 Hz with a Q-value Q ≈ 10. The calibration

data for the contact-resonances are listed in Table A5 , rows 1–18. 

Fall tests 

For a second round of experiments, a wooden frame was built

that suspended one leg of the landing gear with a polyethylene

thread. Fall heights were 3–5 cm; see Fig. A4 and Fig. A5 . The

thread was cut and the signal emanating from the B&K accelerom-

eter was registered with a digital oscilloscope when it hit the sam-
Please cite this article as: D. Möhlmann et al., Compressive streng

Gerasimenko derived from the SESAME/CASSE touchdown signals, Icaru
le. For a point mass, the fall height on Earth would be 5.1 cm in

rder to obtain a landing velocity of v = 1 m/s like at Agilkia on

omet 67P. In our case we used a leg with a foot having a mo-

ent of inertia of T ≈ 0.862 kg/m 

2 measured from the hinge point

nd with total mass m = 1.67 kg. The distances hinge-point to the

ylon filament and hinge-point to the center of gravity of the leg

ere L 1 = 0.91 m and 0.631 m, respectively (the moment of inertia

s estimated based on the measures and weights of the parts of

he leg). Then the required fall height h cg of the center of gravity

s given by 

 cg = T ω 

2 / ( 2mg ) , (A6)

ith an angular velocity ω = v/L 1 = 1.09 s −1 . This

ields h cg = 3.2 cm and consequently a fall height of

0.91/0.631) × 3.2 = 4.6 cm, about 10% less than the fall height

or a point mass. 

The results of the fall tests are shown in Table A5 and are plot-

ed in the calibration curve Fig. 9 of the main text. Triangles rep-

esent calibration data by fall tests. 

.6. Strain–stress behavior of a cellular material 

See Fig. A6 . 
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Table A5 

Normalized contact-resonance frequency f c /f f ; Young’ s modulus E and reduced Young’s 

modulus E r , cal for various materials; Rows 1–9: Smooth surfaces. The data were obtained 

by tapping and are shown in Fig. 9 by squares; Rows 10–18: Porous materials. The data 

were obtained by tapping and are shown in Fig. 9 by filled circles; Rows 20–29: Various 

materials. The data were obtained by fall tests and are shown in Fig. 9 by triangles. 

The parameter p designates the porosity (sample 12 from Mono Lake area, CA, USA and 

sample 13 from Eifel area, Germany). The density for Aerosil 300 is the so-called bulk 

density. The properties of this material are described at http://www.aerosil.com/product/ 

aerosil/en/Pages/default.aspx . 

No. Material ρ (10 3 kg/m 

3 ) E (MPa) f c /f r E r , cal (MPa) 

Results obtained by tapping onto the lid of the sole 

1 Acrylic glass 1.2 4410 4.54 4710 

2 Polyamide (red) 1.41 4300 4.54 4940 

3 Polyamide (gray) 1.67 5100 4.52 5900 

4 Abachi wood: p = 72% 0.4 6800 2.28 70 0 0 

5 Polystyrene plate 1.05 2310 2.18 2720 

6 Polytetrafluorethylene 1.14 4130 3.27 4850 

7 Aluminum 2.7 70,0 0 0 5.30 79,0 0 0 

8 Balsawood 0.15 280 1.28 290 

9 Polyurethane 1.12 159 0.81 184 

10 Polystyrene hard foam 0.016 18 1.12 20 

11 Foam 0.027 0.5 10 

12 Volcanic stone; p = 75% 0.472 778 1.06 969 

13 Tuft stone; p ≈ 40% 1.1 1341 1.02 1790 

14 MSSD (sand) 1.5 469 0.92 530 

15 MSSD (sole buried) 1.5 469 1.04 530 

16 WF 34 (sand) 1.64 241 1.00 245 

17 WF 34 (sole buried) 1.64 241 0.95 245 

18 Cork ( υ = 0) 0.42 30 1.23 30 

Results obtained by fall tests 

20 Aerosil 300 0.4 1.03 10 

21 Aerosil 300 (sole buried) 0.4 1.11 10 

22 Polystyrene hard foam 0.016 18 1.03 20 

23 Foam 0.027 0.89 10 

24 Polyamide (gray) 1.67 5100 3.86 5900 

25 Polytetrafluorethylene 1.14 4130 5.0 4850 

26 Balsawood 0.15 280 2.34 290 

27 Polyurethane 1.12 159 1.06 184 

28 WF34 (sand) 1.64 241 1.17 245 

29 Cork ( υ = 0) 0.42 30 1.27 30 
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